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Introduction 

This report gives a summary of the activities that transpired during the month of January, 2022. 

Activities 

Monitoring / assessment of Business Projects  

In January, we monitored some of the group activities and individuals, and here are the few 

highlights; 

Some members come together and carry out savings and credit, others do pooling (grouping 

together of various resources and give to a certain member) among themselves. This is also 

boasting their business projects.  

Some members have abandoned other financial institutions like Brac, The Hunger Project 

Uganda, banks among others that have been offering them financial loans with high interests and 

opted for our soft loans since it is almost interest free and very convenient to recover. 

Our members’ projects are progressing steadily.  Some of them are upgrading their residential 

houses from semi-permanent to permanent one i.e Kitongo Beatrice from Buyaka ‘B’ bamayi 

rula mwifumbiro in Bungwanyi parish and another member Lunyolo Juliet from Shikoye Isango 

group are constructing their permanent houses from our loans as they attributed.       



There are also several new groups that are always showing interest to be considered and access 

our loans but they still on hold because of inadequate funds. 

Loan Recoveries  

We humbly report that our clients are very hardworking and co-operative in remitting their soft 

loans to the organization.  Amidst other financial needs like school fees, we were able to recover 

the money which was leant out to our beneficiaries from them. 

Loan Disbursement  

We started the year by disbursing some amount of money to around seven (07) groups that 

applied after clearing their previous loans in December and these include Ikyenga women group, 

Mausi Joint women group, Bumaliro Bamayi Yetana Farmers and savings group and among 

others and we are very hopeful that they will be able invest their money appropriately basing on 

our supervision and the guidance we extend to them. 

Conclusion  

Reaching communities is our passion; we greatly express our sincere thanks to our dear funders 

for their enormous and continued support towards the sustainability of the organization.     
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